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Hello everyone, my name is Nathan Wall. I want to thank everyone that is reading this,
my first build log. Now as the title says, I am a true novice when it comes to the world of model
ship building. I never thought I would ever build a model ship; in the past I was always amazed



by the detail and beauty of model ships that I saw online and in museums. When I found Model
Expo’s Shipwright Series online as a beginner introduction to model ship building, I was
intrigued. I sought out reviews and build logs of the Dory. After reading several build logs by
other builders, I ordered my first kit.

What follows is my “build log” of the dory, instead of the date you will see the build in
phases, there are a few breaks in the build, as life happens. But I did my best to capture pictures
as I went through the build. I will say that the instructions are very good, sometimes I had to
reread them a few times, or look online to understand what they were talking about. During the
build I made mistakes and I will point them out, in no way are my mistakes to be blamed on the
kit. If mistakes are made, I would rather learn them from this kit, instead of a more expensive or
complicated kit.  In the end I think that the build came out better than I could have ever hoped.

Phase 1: Inventoried the kit to make sure that all the needed pieces were present and the
tools in the kit were present, this is important as you will see later. I lost a piece and had to
fabricate that piece. After that I started the build with the bottom planks. I chose to build the
bottom with the three-plank method, instead of the single piece provided.

I used a flat cookie sheet I had laying around to build on, that way I knew that the bottom
would be flat, placing magnets to hold everything in place. NOTE: If you use this trick, place
something between the magnets and planks. The glue raised around the magnets, and I had to
clean up the ridges before I could move on.

Phase 2: Work on the stem, transom and stern knee, removing the char from the pieces
and preparing them for installation. Once these were sanded, they were installed on the bottom.
The next step was to cut, trim and fit the bottom cleats.



This was a time-consuming process, and it took longer than I had expected. After being
fitted, the bottom was soaked and set up to form the rocker, the slight curve to the bottom of the
boat.

NOTE: I found that after following the instructions the boat did have a slight curve to it,
but after setting for a few days the curve went away. This could be from me using the three-plank
method or not using enough weight. I used a little bottle that stores some ball bearings. Below is
the finished bottom, stem and transom installed.

Phase 3: Building the frames, assembling the build board and sanding the frames. After
the frames were built, I installed them in the board. This is where I made my first major mistake.
NOTE: Starting from the center from #3 ensure that the frame is square with the build board. As
the instruction says when wood is laser cut not only does it leave a layer of char, but there may
also be a slight bevel. This bevel may not let the frames set square to the build board.
Unfortunately, I did not find my mistake until the completed boat was off the build board. Too
far to go back, so I pressed on. Lesson learned.

At this point I found that the single piece bottom could work as a sanding guide for the
frame bottoms. So, I wetted it and set it up in the curving fixture the instructions describe.
Interestingly, it held its curve better than the three-plank method. After sanding the bottom of the
frames, I worked on fitting the bottom to the frames.



Phase 4: Beveling frames, stem, and transom. I found that the sheets the planks come on
make a great sanding stick for the frames. If used correctly, light passes are made to bevel the
correct frames just the right amount. From the stem to the transom care must be taken to remove
the right amount of material.



Take your time here, too much pressure will cause the frames to crack or break. In my
case I had to repair a broken frame/rib with CA glue (cyanoacrylate glue i.e., super glue).
Luckily it was not below the planks, just where it mounts to the cross frame.

Phase 5: Planking the hull. Now we come to the part that has given me heartburn for
weeks, I made several mistakes in this phase. I will point them out and hope to provide a solution
for the would-be builder of this kit. But it was time to jump in with both feet. After freeing both
garboard planks from the carrier sheet, I beveled the plank according to the instructions. This is
the first area I know that I made a mistake as you can see from the pictures below, the bevel did
not quite make it to the char line on the planks. This will not show itself with the garboard
planks, but it will show later.



While wet forming the planking to the frames I found an interesting thing out about the
clamps provided with the kit. If you look at the first picture it looks like a scuff mark, this is an
indent from the clamps.

To cure this, I purchased the orange clamps you see in the pictures. They worked and I
did not see any indents on the planks after I switched to them. For the modeler that does not want
to buy other tools, I would suggest using a thin piece of wood from the kit wherever they are
going to put the clamps.

I am not going to go through plank by plank. I will say this I labeled my planks as I was
fitting them, P for port/left and ST for starboard/right. It just helped me keep them straight. I
would also warn the builder not to get in a rush. The more time spent fitting the planks will help
in the overall quality of the build. The pictures below show the garboard planks installed, port
and starboard. From the pictures it is noticeable that the planks are barely just off.

As seen above the planks are just off a hair. This mistake would compound itself further
with other planks, as can be seen in the pictures below.



And with the sheer plank it gets even worse. Pictured below, this picture is after the hull
was removed from the build board and the band is installed. There again please go slow and take
your time fitting and forming your planks. I used the method of bending the planks the
instructions provide and did not have an issue.

When it comes time to glue your planks in place, go slow and do one side at a time. Once
one side is done it will take some creative clamping, I used clamps and rubber bands to hold the
planks in place. Pictured below



Wow I never thought I would have gotten this far. Time now for the finishing parts of the
build. Oops now I start finding my mistakes. See pictures below.

Apparently while I was sanding the frame for the planks, I took just a little bit too much
off a frame. That’s ok, a little fabrication work, and all good. Once the frame tops are trimmed
and the other pieces are on, you will never know it’s there. Finally able to move on to the next
phase.



Phase 6: False Stem, Side Cleats, Seat Riser, and Bands. Now we get into some of the
details, and where another mistake makes me fabricate a new piece. While getting the hull
cleaned up ready for the false stem, it became apparent that I lost it. So, some fancy fitting and
fabrication was needed. Here is where I would have put the smaller items in a baggie or
something. Pictured below is the fitting and placement of the false stem.

Once the stem was fitted, the side cleats were installed.

Now it was time for the bands. These can be a little fiddly, so take your time and make
sure they are lined up where you want them before gluing them down for good.



In this picture you can see the compounded misalignment of the planks. There again this
is my mistake, not the instructions or the quality of the kit.

At this time, I also installed the seat risers. A word about this portion of the instructions
for me. If I were to do this model again, I would wait until the inside of the hull is finished
before I install the seat risers. My reasoning, the seat risers made it difficult to paint the inside of
the hull, that is all, just me being picky.



At this point it was time to sand the top of the frame and cut the frames for the gunwale
install.

Phase 7: Gunwale install. Trimming the frames to install the gunwale was a
nerve-racking process. Using a razor knife to trim the frames on a hull I just finished was not
something I was looking forward too. I measured out the measurement called out in the
instructions. Once that was done, I very carefully trimmed out the needed space for the gunwale,
with one minor issue. Remember my fabrication job on the opening between the frame and the
planks, well this required some fine tuning for gunwale to lay right like it was supposed to do.

Phase 8: Finishing the boat. In this section we deal with painting the hull, the cap rail,
thwarts, and oars. Bear with me this is going to be long, but it should be worth it. When it came
time to paint the hull, I was torn between painting it like the instructions said, leaving it raw, or
varnishing the wood. I finally decided that I would paint it, but that I would do it just a bit
differently. Why not, it’s my kit, I could modify the paint. So, the paint scheme stays the same,
with a little change. Also, I decided to bring the cap rail out just a little so that it is flush with the
outside band. I think it gives a sleek look. On with the finishing worker and painting, yay.

My first step was to fill in the dimples left by the clamps in the planks. In the picture you
can see that I tried to fill the seams anywhere they opened. Overall, the Elmer’s wood filler
worked great for filling the dimples, and other issues I found. Once that was done, I primed the
hull inside and out with Rust-oleum Universal Bonding Primer.



Once primed, I spent the better part of 2 days getting the inside painted. I took it slow
and tried to cover any bare or light spots. With the paint in the kit, I found that applying a thin
coat and letting it dry completely, it goes faster. The picture below is after the first day, the paint
looks ok, this was after the second coat. The third coat helped the color evened out, as seen by
the picture at the beginning. Also seen in the picture is the breasthook installed. NOTE: I found
with this primer that it is best not to put it in an area where you plan on gluing something down.



After the inside was painted, I installed the cap rail. As mentioned, I flushed the cap rail
with the top band. Previously, I painted the cap rail. Once the cap rail was in place and the glue
dried, I taped off the cap rail and band in preparation to paint the hull.



After painting the hull, I painted the band and outside edge of the cap rail. I also brought
the paint line around to the front of the boat and up to the top of the stem.

As you can see from the above picture, I took these after I was done. The outside of the
hull took about 4 coats over all to get the color depth I wanted.

The oars were made while I was waiting on the coats of paint to dry. I deviated from the
instructions a little by leaving the char. My reasoning was that I could see the taper on the blade
of the oar better with the char. As you can see the oars were rounded over and smoothed. I found
the hardest were the handles.



Well that covers my build of the Lowe Grand Banks Dory by Model Expo. I found the
overall building process extremely enjoyable. Anyone looking to try their hands at building a
model boat/ship will find this kit helpful, and for the advanced modeler would find it a good
break from the complexities of the large kits on the market. I learned so much about boats/ships
that I never knew before. The build process was also very fun, I was able to sit down and work
for a few minutes to a few hours and just work and concentrate on the build and nothing else.

I know I left some things out, the becketts, thwarts, and other things. I tried to emphasize
the things I had issues with the most. The lessons I learn along the way that will make it into my
next build. And this kit emphasized things that I want to learn.

Hopefully you have found this “build log’ as enjoyable as I have. I have gotten the
second ship in the shipwright series, the Norwegian Sailing Pram.


